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Who is this doctor person?

Laura Faulkner PhD Head of Research

Rackspace Technology

Doctorate, and more

Experiment Psychology 
in Human-Computer 
Interaction

+ Anthropology, 
Sociology, Statistics, 
Communications, Human 
Sciences, Biology

User Experience (UX)

Since 1996

That’s 25+ years in case 
you don’t want to do the 
math



One guiding light

The single, most important professional 
guidance for UX research comes from one 
of the wisest sources I know.

She has a brilliant way of distilling things to 
their essence and sharing them in a 
memorable way.

Okay, so she isn’t a real person after all …
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“Well-begun is half-done.

Mary Poppins

September 2021



Advanced UX Research Planning

UX Research Intake

▪ Objectives & questions

▪ Goals for the research

▪ Goals for the business

▪ Risks and constraints

UX Research Plan

▪ Goals for the business

▪ Goals for the research

▪ Objectives and questions

▪ Methods and participants

▪ Tasks that map to goals

▪ Script
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Click to edit 

Getting to why.

It’s all about the goals.



Why are they here?

Once upon a time, there was a research team 
who did an absolutely excellent study.

The findings were clear. They presented them 
with pride and confidence.

The stakeholder got angry. Seriously angry. 
They would no longer speak to the research 
team.

So, their sometimes-fearless leader brought 
them all together around her kitchen table and 
served them hot soup.

Then they got down to business.
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“UX research matters most 
when it makes a difference 
in attitude and action.
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BE CURIOUS!
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Ask it.

Intake to ‘codify curious’



INTAKE

An intake is a 20-minute LIVE conversation with 
your primary stakeholder.

It begins with the single, most-important 
question you will ask for the entire research 
study:

“What problem are you trying to solve?”
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Stakeholders *Problem Statement*

Constraints Risks & Mitigations

Existing Assets Timelines
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Plan it.

Research Plan



RESEARCH PLAN

A disciplined research plan is a UX researcher’s 
single, most powerful tool.

The power is more in the PROCESS of creating 
it than in the PRODUCT that becomes the 
document!

When things are moving fast, it’s totally okay for 
the Research Plan to be in a “perpetual draft” 
form.
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Goals Background

Objectives & Questions Method & Participants

Session Map & Tasks Script
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Inspire it.

Action-centric reports



Action-centric UX 
research reports

The UX Research Report is the researcher’s 
stock-in-trade. It’s your archival deliverable. 
When done and presented well, it will inspire 
action.

Well-presented results spark quick and decisive 
action. Stakeholders need to know what to do, 
why to do it, and what they risk if they don’t act 
on what the data is telling us. They're waiting for 
the bottom line, so give them the bottom line 
first.

Change the order of how you usually report 
things. and include your expert point of view 
based on your findings and conclusions.
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Title, Author, 
Date The Question

Top 3 
Recommend-

ations

Top 3 Findings Step-by-Step 
Findings Conclusions

Next Steps Participants & 
Method Contact Info
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Say it.

Four words to use daily



“The data tells us …
- Every good UX Researcher, everywhere

Spoken simply, repeatedly, 
with clarity, 

and wholly without heat or judgment, 
these become the most powerful words 

that can make a difference.

Whether that difference is now or later, 
keep saying it, 
keep the faith, 

and keep on doing what you do best.



Let’s connect!

Thank you for your awesome attention, and even 
more for your meaningful, impactful work.
UX matters, and so do you.
Let’s talk more.

Laura Faulkner PhD  
Linkedin.com/in/laurafaulkner



Resources
Topic Title

UX Research Intake Process & 
Research Planning

Advanced UX research test 
planning: How to get to your 
stakeholder’s true goals

Laura Faulkner, PhD https://bootcamp.uxdesign.cc/advanced-ux-
research-test-planning-how-to-get-to-your-
stakeholders-true-goals-3130c53db80

Root Cause Analysis (RCA) Root Cause Analysis: Steps, 
Tools, And Examples

Limble CMMS https://limblecmms.com/blog/root-cause-analysis-
rca/

UX Research Reports – action-
centric

UX Research Report Deck 
Template

Laura Faulkner PhD https://www.slideshare.net/LauraFaulkner/ux-
research-report-deck-template-by-laura-faulkner-phd

UX Research Reports – action-
centric

Designing a research report 
your stakeholders will actually 
use

Nicole Conser https://medium.com/design-ibm/designing-a-
research-report-your-stakeholders-will-actually-use-
7db2237c46e6

“The data tells us …” How to have a bold point of 
view without having an opinion

Laura Faulkner PhD https://medium.com/@laurafaulkner/how-to-have-a-
bold-point-of-view-without-having-an-opinion-a-guide-
for-ux-researchers-e87d67a02197
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